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EPISODE 66 – “The Darkness”  Part 3


=/\=  =/\=  =/\=  =/\=  =/\=  Begin Mission  =/\=  =/\=  =/\=  =/\=  =/\=

SUMMARY: The USS Luna and the Yara have successfully found a way to wound and possible kill the creature which has been devouring ships, stations, and crews.  A probe has managed to pierce the Darkness and return telemetry as well, providing valuable insight into the creature.

CNS_Phelps says:
::gets a hold of herself and wanders toward the turbolift that would take her to Sickbay::

Host ACO_Savar says:
ACTION: Captain Harm suddenly feels ill and excuses himself from the Bridge.

FCO_Hanover says:
@::leaves channel open to the Luna to keep in contact with them...keeps the Yara at a fair distance but ready to move::

ACTION: Within the Darkness, Captain Trent succumbs to the pressure of the Darkness and falls unconscious.

Host CSO_Singh says:
::Watches as the captain leaves, hoping nothing is serious.::

CEO_O`Guinn says:
::standing on the bridge looking towards the front::

Host ACO_Savar says:
CTO: How are the runabout preparations coming?

TO_Rowe says:
@::looks up from his work, regains his concentration, and continues to study the data sent to him from the Luna::

CNS_Phelps says:
::watches the Captain retreat, considers asking him to accompany her to Sickbay, and decides against it, her being a lowly Ensign and all::

Host ACO_Savar says:
CSO: Any ideas on if or how we can communicate with this?

CTO_Jarot says:
::looks up at the ACO::  ACO: I've downloaded the last tactical procedures into the shuttle's computer which means we are ready to launch at your command, Sir...

Host CSO_Singh says:
ACO:  I am still pondering it sir.  I'll let you know the moment my team comes up with something.

Host ACO_Savar says:
::Nods to the CSO, willing to explore the chance of speaking with this::

CNS_Phelps says:
Turbolift: Sickbay, please.

ACTION: The Darkness suddenly appears to writhe in space.  Its motions become erratic.

Host CSO_Singh says:
::Continues quietly talking with Silver::

CNS_Phelps says:
::wanders around the turbolift until it finally gets to the med deck::

FCO_Hanover says:
@::keeps a close eye on what is happening...gets the report that the probes are ready if and when needed::

TO_Rowe says:
@::looks at the viewscreen:: FCO/All: Interesting.....

CNS_Phelps says:
::steps out of the turbolift and wanders over to Sickbay.  She knows it's Sickbay because there's a big sign on the door saying, "Sickbay."::

FCO_Hanover says:
@TO: That is putting it mildly.

CNS_Phelps says:
CMO: Knock knock.

FCO_Hanover says:
@COM: Luna: Commander Savar the detonation probes are ready for launch when and if you need them.

Host ACO_Savar says:
::Looks at the viewscreen:: All: Report.  FCO: Keep us away from it, but within transporter range.

SO_Silver says:
CSO:  Ma'am... ::Points at the screen::

CMO_Cameron says:
::hears a knock on the door, and wonders why the person knocking doesn't just come in, the doors are computerized, after all::

Host CSO_Singh says:
::Turns to look::

Host ACO_Savar says:
COM: Yara: Hold fire for now.

Host CSO_Singh says:
SO:  Check the readings, see if there are any changes.

CTO_Jarot says:
::looks at his readouts and glances at the ACO::  ACO: Sir, the darkness is becoming erratic...  I'm detecting metallic objects coming from the darkness as well...could be the station but to early to tell yet...

SO_Silver says:
::Nods and begins to look::

TO_Rowe says:
@::gives the readings a second glance:: All: The sensors have metallic object emerging from the Darkness possibly the station!

Host ACO_Savar says:
COM: Yara: Does anyone aboard your vessel have any ideas on how to communicate with this darkness?

CMO_Cameron says:
::frowns upon seeing Phelps::  CNS: Come in.

FCO_Hanover says:
@COM: Luna: Acknowledged sir just letting you know they are ready. Sir the TO has said he might can, he is a Ullian and they are known to be able to communicate with other races.

Host ACO_Savar says:
CTO: Send the coordinates of those readings to helm and the Yara.  Prepare evacuation procedures.

CNS_Phelps says:
CMO: Thank you, sir.  Reporting for duty as ordered, sir, though it doesn't look like there's anyone more crazy than I around here.

Host ACO_Savar says:
@COM: Yara (TO): Ensign, do you think you can?

TO_Rowe says:
@COM: Luna: I may be able to with some time....

CMO_Cameron says:
CNS: Yes, I heard you'd been asked to come and assist.  Maybe you'd like to sit and wait in my office until you're needed?

CTO_Jarot says:
::nods::  ACO: Aye, Sir..  ::begins transmitting the coordinates to the Yara::  we are also still ready to launch the shuttle on your order.

Host ACO_Savar says:
@COM: Yara: Time is not something we have a lot of... how long do you estimate?

TO_Rowe says:
@COM: Luna: I have tried once before but I was flooded with the thoughts of all those who are trapped it may take me 10 minutes or more just to pick out one thought.

CNS_Phelps says:
CMO: Aye, sir.  Unless you'd rather keep your office, in which case I can just sit on a biobed or something.

SO_Silver says:
CSO:  There seems to be a chemical change in its system... perhaps indigestion?  ::Smiles::

Host CSO_Singh says:
SO:  Sounds good to me.  How about this idea...  ::discusses it with her.::

ACTION: The Darkness makes a sudden lurch to the Z-minus.. and leaves behind a badly damaged freighter.

CMO_Cameron says:
CNS: No, thank you.  I can work from here.  ::smiles::

CEO_O`Guinn says:
::turns to console pulls up more power to tactical and science:: Self: Any more and I'll either have to go into the back up or shut down more systems.

FCO_Hanover says:
@::sees the coordinates coming in and starts feeding them into the computer:: COM: Jarot: I have the coordinates.

CNS_Phelps says:
CMO: 'k, thanks, doc.  ::smiles and scurries out of the way into the CMO's office, where she promptly does NOT put her feet up on the desk, its not being her office and all.::

CTO_Jarot says:
COM: Yara: FCO: Very well, I will continue feeding you info as I receive them from our probes... we will be sending in our shuttle shortly to try and cause some extra damage..  please standby for updated firing protocols when that happens...

FCO_Hanover says:
@:: sees the freighter and moves towards it initiating retrieval of any lifesigns found::

FCO_Hanover says:
@COM: Jarot: I have the computer on automatic receive. Right now I am trying to get to the freighter.

TO_Rowe says:
@::looks around at the sensors:: All: I am receiving some erratic lifesigns.....most of the crew seems to be gone.

CTO_Jarot says:
::glances at the CSO::  CSO: Lieutenant, I’m detecting multiple lifesigns on the freighter, can you confirm that....?

Host CSO_Singh says:
CTO:  Confirmed.  There are not many.

ACTION: The Yara manages to beam off eleven people from the freighter.  All of them appear to be in some sort of mild neural shock, and are unable to be immediately brought out of it.

FCO_Hanover says:
@TO: Lock onto any life signs and beam them to the triage unit set up in the cargo hold.

Host CSO_Singh says:
XO:  The Yara has beamed off 11 life forms from the freighter.

CTO_Jarot says:
::nods::  CSO: Aye... ::checks his readings again::  I believe we got all survivors now...

Host ACO_Savar says:
CSO: Only eleven... that's a small number for a craft that size.

Host ACO_Savar says:
CTO: Any luck reading the station yet?

Host CSO_Singh says:
ACO:  It is possible the others are on the station.

FCO_Hanover says:
@::quickly turns the Yara heading for safer space near the Luna::

CEO_O`Guinn says:
ACO: Sir it is a freighter they don't carry a large crew.

TO_Rowe says:
@::taps a few buttons:: *Triage*: Prepare we are sending you eleven from a freighter see what you can do.

Host ACO_Savar says:
::Wonders how the TO is doing with his preparations to speak with the Darkness::

CTO_Jarot says:
ACO: I'm trying a renewed sweep as we speak, Sir..  but once we read the station as out of the darkness I recommend launching out shuttle to cause some distraction while we take care of the station and inhabitants...

FCO_Hanover says:
@::tries to be patient waiting for a report from the triage doctor:: TO: Do you think you can speak with that thing?

CNS_Phelps says:
::hears the punctuationless rush of words from the TO::

ACTION: The Darkness ceases all movement, and merely sits in space, very still.

Host CSO_Singh says:
XO: As for your suggestion of speaking with it, we think we have an idea, but it really depends on what level this creature is.  Is it nothing more then a giant ameba type living off of instincts, or does it reason at some level.

CEO_O`Guinn says:
::taps commands scanning structural integrity of the freighter::

Host ACO_Savar says:
CTO: We'll launch the shuttle as necessary.  CSO: What is your suggestion?

TO_Rowe says:
@FCO: Yes I am attempting that as we speak...

SO_Silver says:
::Quietly::  CSO:  It has stopped moving.

CNS_Phelps says:
::self: Triage?  Ooooo, triage....::

CTO_Jarot says:
::reinitiates a detailed sensor sweep to cover the projected area where the Station should submerge::

CMO_Cameron says:
*TO* Acknowledged.

Host CSO_Singh says:
::Nods::  SO:  Check its energy output

Host CSO_Singh says:
XO:  The creature has stopped.

FCO_Hanover says:
@::Nods:: COM: Luna: We have 11 survivors. The Yara doctor reports mild neural shock and inability to bring them out of it at this time.

TO_Rowe says:
@::Sits down in the closest chair, attempting to speak directly to the darkness::

Host ACO_Savar says:
COM: Yara: Acknowledged.

CMO_Cameron says:
CNS: Okay, this is us.  Medical Team: We've got 11 on the way.  Prep up!  ::rushes over to the biobed::

Host ACO_Savar says:
COM: Yara: Prepare for transfer to the Luna.

Host CSO_Singh says:
XO:  As for the message... it is to use energy at the low range, longer waves, and place it into patterns not unlike a computers basic language.  The problem is, it would take time and response from the creature to figure out what it is saying.

CNS_Phelps says:
::saunters over to main sickbay, not taking her feet off the CMO's desk, since she hadn't put them up there in the first place::

FCO_Hanover says:
@::initiates beam out to the Luna of the survivors:: COM: Luna: Patients are ready for transport just let me know where?

CTO_Jarot says:
::ponders as he sees the tactical scans indicate a complete position easement of the darkness::  Self: Hhhmm, not good...  ACO: I would urge caution, Commander, this doesn't sound good...

Host ACO_Savar says:
CSO: That might be a good backup plan.  The TO is going to telepathically contact it.

Host ACO_Savar says:
CTO: Understood.  Are we still running at a full tactical alert?

CNS_Phelps says:
::looks around for a medical tricorder, doesn't see one right away, and opens her own little black bag::

Host CSO_Singh says:
::nods::

SO_Silver says:
CSO:  Ma'am, it is alive... barely.

CMO_Cameron says:
Nurse Ridge: I need a full stock prepped on the counter over there.

ACTION: The TO settles into a telepathic trance and begins to feel the space around him.  The Darkness, along with the passengers on the station, can be felt.

CTO_Jarot says:
::nods::  ACO: Aye, Sir.. we are..  ::checks the latest readiness reports for confirmation::

FCO_Hanover says:
@COM: CMO: Where do you want the 11 patients’ doctor?

TO_Rowe says:
@::attempts to separate the darkness from the passengers::

Host CSO_Singh says:
XO:  You may need to hurry.  It seems whatever we are doing, at a guess, blocking its food consumption, its life signs are fading.

CMO_Cameron says:
COM: FCO: Direct into sickbay.

FCO_Hanover says:
@::initiates transport of the patients to the Luna sickbay:: COM: CMO: Here they come then. ::activates the switch::

Host ACO_Savar says:
::Feels that the TO might not be able to make contact before it... dies?::

TO_Rowe says:
@::feeling the intensity of the load, he has to concentrate even more::

ACTION: The TO manages to separate the Darkness's energy signature from the rest.  There is no higher brain functions to speak of, only instincts and sensory feelings.

TO_Rowe says:
@::attempts to speak to the Darkness, although he still knows the risk::

ACTION: As the TO probes deeper, he manages to resolve some of these feelings: an insatiable urge to feed, and an unstoppable urge to move on to somewhere with more "food"

CNS_Phelps says:
::attempts to triage the patients, although she knows the risk of doing medical stuff when her training had been in psychiatry::

Host ACO_Savar says:
@COM: Yara (FCO): Did the Ensign make contact?

Host CSO_Singh says:
::Waits, curious to what the TO find out.::

FCO_Hanover says:
@COM: Luna: Savar: He is trying sir. ::Looks over at Rowe::

TO_Rowe says:
@::Feeling the thoughts around him as well as the Darkness:: ~~~FCO: I know you may not be able to hear me but concentrate tell everyone that I have it just give me a few more.....~~~

ACTION: The Darkness feels his grip slipping away and attempts to increase his efforts to ingest the station, but to no avail, thanks to the ghosts who are protecting it.

CTO_Jarot says:
::silently waits as the Yara crew is doing their "effort" in this matter::

FCO_Hanover says:
@::shakes head looking around at Rowe:: COM: Luna: Not sure...I think he needs more time.

CEO_O`Guinn says:
::stands patiently waiting watching the view screen::

SO_Silver says:
CSO:  Ma'am, I picked up a surgence of motion, but then it stopped.  I don't think it will last much longer.

CNS_Phelps says:
::sneaks a look at the medical personnel hanging about.  They seem competent.  Surreptitiously sticks her medical tricorder back into her little black bag.  She won't be needed until they're sure the patients are crazy::

ACTION: The Darkness takes off at warp two towards the closest inhabited planet.  The TO's bond with the Darkness is snapped closed.

TO_Rowe says:
@::tries to concentrate but has to fade away for a moment trying to sooth the thoughts of those around him::

FCO_Hanover says:
@Self: Oh great!

SO_Silver says:
::Gasps::  CSO:  It just took off... I don't....

FCO_Hanover says:
@COM: Luna: I think we have a problem!

Host CSO_Singh says:
XO:  Commander... the creature has deviated and moving.

Host ACO_Savar says:
CSO: Moving?  Towards where?

TO_Rowe says:
@::looks up very sleepily:: FCO: I....I....lost it

Host ACO_Savar says:
@COM: Yara: What kind of problem?

CNS_Phelps says:
::thinks that the way to get rid of the darkness is to kill it.  Or maybe eat it for dinner.::

FCO_Hanover says:
@TO: That is the least of our worries now it's moving.

CEO_O`Guinn says:
::moves around tactical:: ACO: I have the helm sir.

CTO_Jarot says:
::sees the darkness take off and swears softly::  Self: I can't believe this...  ACO: The darkness is now on a course for the nearest habitant planet...

Host CSO_Singh says:
:: Maps its course::  XO:  Sir, it is moving towards Larda IV.  It is the closest inhabited planet.

Host ACO_Savar says:
COM: Yara: What did the TO make out?

TO_Rowe says:
@FCO: Food...it's going for food..

FCO_Hanover says:
@COM: Luna: The thing is moving off. Permission to follow and launch probes to blow it up.

CEO_O`Guinn says:
Duty FCO: I have it ensign.

FCO_Hanover says:
@COM: Luna: He says it's going for food. Sir it has to be destroyed.

SO_Silver says:
CSO:  I don't know what happened... a moment ago, its signs were fading.

TO_Rowe says:
@ FCO: I have a feeling it is heading for the closest vessel....

Host ACO_Savar says:
@COM: Yara: Acknowledged.  Pursuit, but do not launch yet.  We will launch our shuttle and force it to release the station first.  Then you fire.

CEO_O`Guinn says:
<Duty FCO> CEO: Aye sir.

Host CSO_Singh says:
SO:  Perhaps it was playing possum.

SO_Silver says:
CSO:  Possum?

FCO_Hanover says:
@COM: Luna: Acknowledged sir. ::sets intercept course and engages::

CTO_Jarot says:
ACO: Commander, I suggest launching the preprogrammed shuttle, we need to keep it from arriving at that planet...

Host CSO_Singh says:
SO:  An earth creature that fakes its death so others will leave it alone.

Host ACO_Savar says:
Luna_FCO: Pursuit, warp 3.  CTO: Launch shuttle on predetermined plan.

CTO_Jarot says:
::nods at the ACO::  ACO: Aye, Commander...   *Flight Deck*: You are for shuttle flight, I repeat you are go for shuttle flight...

Host ACO_Savar says:
CSO: How long until it reaches the planet?

FCO_Hanover says:
@TO: Prepare to launch that probe to blow that thing up when the command is given.

Host CSO_Singh says:
ACO:  At current speed, I estimate about 15 minutes.

TO_Rowe says:
@COM: Luna: I am Very weak but I can tell you.... the darkness does not have very many higher brain waves just lower things such as instinct etc. it devotes most of it's thoughts to the pursuit and "eating" of it's food.

ACTION: The shuttle lifts off from the flight deck and out the open doors.  As soon as it is free from the Luna, it engages its own warp engines and overtakes the Darkness.  It flies inside the Darkness...

Host CSO_Singh says:
::Listens::  XO:  If that is true, then we will not be able to communicate with it.  ::Frowns::  Pity...

TO_Rowe says:
::gets up and assumes his tactical position, tapping a few buttons, his hand hovering over a button::

Host ACO_Savar says:
CSO: Indeed.  I had hoped it could be reasoned with, but alas.

CTO_Jarot says:
::follows the shuttle on sensors::  ACO: The shuttle has cleared the Luna and is entering the darkness now...

TO_Rowe says:
@FCO: Ready to fire, full power with the upgrades sent by the Luna

Host CSO_Singh says:
ACO:  It does in a sense make it easier...  But first, we need it to give up the station.

FCO_Hanover says:
@TO: Acknowledged just stand ready for their command.

TO_Rowe says:
@FCO: Does this vessel have it's own shuttles?

ACTION: The Darkness does not slow, but a few flashes of light come from within.  Then a phaser beam pierces the outside, behind the flight path, and the station is left behind as it passes out the hole.

FCO_Hanover says:
@TO: A couple but nothing that can match that. They are survey shuttles.

Host CSO_Singh says:
XO:  The station has left the creature.

Host ACO_Savar says:
Luna_FCO: Bring us around to the station.  *Sickbay*: The station is out.  We're beginning emergency evacuation procedures now.

TO_Rowe says:
@COM: Luna: This is Ensign Rowe requesting that we follow the creature and destroy it while you take care of those survivors.

SO_Silver says:
::Informs operations and medical of influx of people::

FCO_Hanover says:
@::sees the thing give up the station::

ACTION: The Darkness, without food, hurries, and is now a minute away from the planet.

Host ACO_Savar says:
::Hesitantly::  COM: Yara: Overtake the Darkness and destroy it.

Host CSO_Singh says:
ACO:  The creature has increased speed.  Estimated time is 5 minutes.

CTO_Jarot says:
::taps into the shuttle protocols and intensifies the shuttle's tactical firing patterns::

FCO_Hanover says:
@COM: Luna: Acknowledged. ::nudges up the speed::

TO_Rowe says:
@::his hand drops on the button initiating firing sequence

FCO_Hanover says:
@TO: Prepare to fire the probe.

CMO_Cameron says:
*ACO* Acknowledged.

TO_Rowe says:
@FCO: Initiated ready to fire on command.

FCO_Hanover says:
@TO: Fire when we are in range and make it a good shot we only have one chance.

FCO_Hanover says:
@::brings the Yara in closer to the thing ready to initiate maneuvers to get them out of the area fast::

TO_Rowe says:
@::presses buttons at a blazing speed, trying to lock on to the darkness in preparation for fire::

FCO_Hanover says:
@TO: Now...it has to be now!

INFO: The station hangs in space at an odd angle from the Luna.  Only a few flickering lights can be seen, mostly in the upper sections closer to Operations.  There are several hull breaches, and a mist (air) is seen escaping.

SO_Silver says:
::Runs a full scan of the station, her face picking up a look of sorrow.::

TO_Rowe says:
@FCO: I can't ::toggles the shot...aiming for the middle of the creature..presses the button..firing::

Host ACO_Savar says:
CTO: Chief, try to hail station Operations.

FCO_Hanover says:
@::banks the Yara heading back for the Luna and safety::

FCO_Hanover says:
@COM: Luna: The probe is launched. Automatic detonation in 2 minutes.

Host CSO_Singh says:
ACO:  The station is running on emergency.  There are several breaches.  One which is open to space.  They are loosing air quickly.  Permission to beam aboard the survivors.

CTO_Jarot says:
::nods at the ACO and opens a commlink to the station::  COM: Station: Starbase, this the USS Luna, please respond...

CEO_O`Guinn says:
ACO: Sir might I suggest an Away Team with AVA Suits for the Station.

TO_Rowe says:
@::powering up sensors:: FCO: Attempting to lock onto the darkness....I want to see this thing away....

Captain_Townsend says:
#::Comes to, and looks around, running his fingers through his hair::

CTO_Jarot says:
ACO: I suggest we save ourselves some time and beam all survivors onboard and go investigating at a later point in time...

FCO_Hanover says:
@TO: Go ahead right now I want us out of the area when it goes.

ACTION: The probe launches from the Yara, and its aim is true.  It pierces the Darkness without problem.  The Darkness continues on course for a few moments longer, then begins to slow.

Host ACO_Savar says:
COM: Yara: Make sure you'll sufficiently far from the blast.

CTO_Jarot says:
::looks at the sensors registering the darkness::  ACO: Not to mention with the Darkness still around...

FCO_Hanover says:
@COM: Luna: We are on our way back to your location. Should be there in just a minute

TO_Rowe says:
@FCO: I don't think we are far enough.....

Host ACO_Savar says:
CTO: Agreed.  Treating the injured is the priority.

FCO_Hanover says:
@TO: Make sure the shields are up it might get a little rocky.

Host ACO_Savar says:
CTO: Any luck hailing the station yet?

Captain_Townsend says:
#::Moves over to Josh.  Bending over tries to wake him but shaking him by the shoulder::  Self: I hope his ok....::Frowns::

TO_Rowe says:
@::powers up the shields, taps a few extra buttons keeping a lock on the darkness::

TO_Rowe says:
@FCO: Shields at 100%

FCO_Hanover says:
@TO: Let's hope it's enough.

FCO_Hanover says:
@COM: Luna: The probe should be going off shortly.

Host CSO_Singh says:
::nods to Silver::

CTO_Jarot says:
::shakes his head::  ACO: No reply at this time...

ACTION: The Darkness comes to a complete stop, as it attempts to feed on the morsel that was just thrust into its mouth, but to no avail.  The probe detonates, and the Darkness is blown apart.  After a brilliant flash explosion, the energy that was once the Darkness begins to dissipate.

SO_Silver says:
::Begins beaming the survivors into the prepared areas.::

ACTION: The Luna and Yara are rocked slightly by the force of the explosion, but suffer no damage.

Host CSO_Singh says:
*CMO*:  Sir, your first group of patients are being beamed to cargo bay one.

Captain_Townsend says:
#::Starts to panic and holds on to Trent, rocking back and forth:: Self: please wake up...::Starts to get teary::

TO_Rowe says:
@::notices a reading on his console:: FCO: I lost the darkness....

CNS_Phelps says:
::groans.  Does that mean they have to MOVE???  Ohhhhh, boy::

SO_Silver says:
::Grabs a hold of the station as the ship rocks, then checks her readings.::

CMO_Cameron says:
*CSO* Acknowledged.  Beam those worst affected directly to sickbay.

CEO_O`Guinn says:
ACO: Sir if you not be needing me I will be in ME.

FCO_Hanover says:
@::hangs on as the Yara rocks...quickly compensates and finishes the trip back to where the Luna is holding:: TO: Then let's hope that means the probe did it's job.

Host ACO_Savar says:
::Holds on as the ship rocks, and awaits reports from the departments.. and hopes they reach someone on the station soon::

Host CSO_Singh says:
*CMO*:  I will inform operations.

CTO_Jarot says:
::hold slightly onto his console as the shockwaves hit them::  ACO: No damage to the ship, Sir.. all tactical systems are still 100% readiness...

FCO_Hanover says:
@COM: Luna: This is the Yara we are approaching your location.

CMO_Cameron says:
*Med Team 2* Tell me what you need.  We'll be dealing with those worst affected.

Host ACO_Savar says:
CTO: Stand down from red alert.

CEO_O`Guinn says:
::walks to the TL falls against the wall as the ship is rocked::

CTO_Jarot says:
ACO: Understood... downgrading to yellow alert...

TO_Rowe says:
@FCO: How long till we're home?

CTO_Jarot  (Yellow Alert.wav)

FCO_Hanover says:
@::smiles and points:: TO: There is home right in front of us.

CEO_O`Guinn says:
::straightens up and walks to the TL stands waiting for the doors to open::

SO_Silver says:
::Passes the message to operations::

Captain_Townsend says:
#::Hears a beep from the console beside him. reaching up pushes buttons blindly till he hits the right one, now able to hear the hail::

CEO_O`Guinn says:
::watches the doors open steps in:: Computer: Deck 24.

CMO_Cameron says:
::sees some of those worst affected beam directly onto the biobed.  He runs to them and starts his diagnoses::

Host CSO_Singh says:
<Triage team>  ::Isolating the worst, beams them to sickbay.::

TO_Rowe says:
@FCO: I say we say our goodbyes to  the Yara and head for the Luna, agreed?

FCO_Hanover says:
@::brings the Yara into a holding pattern alongside the Luna:: TO: As soon as we have permission to board.

CTO_Jarot says:
::monitors the transports onto the Luna and signals a few security teams to secure certain area of the ship to secure all arrived 
guests::

CEO_O`Guinn says:
::exits the TL taking a PADD from a crewman walks into office and throws the PADD on the desk::

SO_Silver says:
CSO:  Ma'am, the energy from the creature has dissipated.  Some of it seems to be phasing out of our dimension... if that makes sense.  The rest seems to be inert and harmless.

FCO_Hanover says:
@COM: Luna: Ensigns Rowe and Hanover requesting permission to board.

TO_Rowe says:
@::smiles and nods::

SO_Silver says:
<CSO>
Host ACO_Savar says:
COM: Yara: Permission granted.  Report to the Bridge once you're aboard.

Captain_Townsend says:
#COM: Luna: this is Captain Townsend....who is this?

CMO_Cameron says:
CNS: How are they, Counselor?

Host CSO_Singh says:
SO:  Prepare to beam aboard some samples to science lab one.  Make sure it is in a containment field.

FCO_Hanover says:
@COM: Luna: Aye sir. ::stands up smiling at Salar giving her back the helm::

SO_Silver says:
CSO:  Yes ma'am.

FCO_Hanover says:
@TO: Ready to go home.

CEO_O`Guinn says:
::plops down in chair activating terminal starts looking over reports for damage::

TO_Rowe says:
@::Dusts his console off:: FCO: Lets go.

Captain_Townsend says:
#::Coughs as he gets all chocked up::

CNS_Phelps says:
CMO: Um, you're the doc, but I'll hazard a guess: they're too injured physically for me to do anything exciting with them.

CTO_Jarot says:
COM: Station: Townsend: This is the USS Luna and Ensign Jarot speaking to you... what is your situation...?

Host CSO_Singh says:
XO:  Sir, it would appear the creature is dead.  We will get some samples to test it.

FCO_Hanover says:
@::exits the Yara bridge saying a quick good bye and heads for the transporter room::

TO_Rowe says:
@::walks from the bridge following the FCO::

CEO_O`Guinn says:
Pat: Get in touch with all team leads tell them to stand down.

CTO_Jarot says:
::glances at the ACO::  ACO: We have initiated contact with the people aboard the station...

CNS_Phelps says:
CMO: Might make more sense to see to the less injured guys, seeing as they might inconveniently wake up disoriented or something.

FCO_Hanover says:
@TO: You did well considering your short learning time with the Yara's systems. ::smiles::

Host ACO_Savar says:
::Nods to the CTO:: CSO: I assume you have taken all precautions.

TO_Rowe says:
@FCO: The tactical officer was of some help ::points to his head::

Captain_Townsend says:
#COM:Luna: I’m sure your scans can tell you more about our situation better then me at the moment ensign...I need help...my commander is down..needs help

CMO_Cameron says:
CNS: Fine.  Report tae Cargo bay One.

Host CSO_Singh says:
ACO:  We will sir.

CNS_Phelps says:
CMO: Aye, sir.  Good luck, sir.

FCO_Hanover says:
@::enters the TR and nods at Rena and Chelsea...steps onto the pad and waits for transport::

CNS_Phelps says:
::scurries off to Cargo Bay One, where she could do the most -- er, that is, least -- amount of Damage::

CMO_Cameron says:
CNS: Thank you.  ::continues to treat his patients::

CEO_O`Guinn says:
<Pat> CEO: Aye sir.

Host CSO_Singh says:
ACO:  Sir, our holds are full.  I would suggest that where the station is secure, people stay there and we will get to them as we can.

TO_Rowe says:
@::walks in the TR and takes his position next to the FCO::

Host ACO_Savar says:
CSO: Agreed.  Have Operations and Medical begin sending teams.

Captain_Townsend says:
#::Holds on tighter to Josh, waiting for a reply::

CNS_Phelps says:
::walks into Cargo Bay One:: 

FCO_Hanover says:
@COM: Luna: We are ready to transport over. Please lower the shields.

TO_Rowe says:
@::looks down at chelsea and smiles::

CNS_Phelps says:
Med-type Guys: If any of them start acting crazy or anything, please let me know.  Otherwise, you can go ahead and do your thing.

FCO_Hanover says:
@<Chelsea> ::looks at the TO and waves shyly::

CEO_O`Guinn says:
::sits back rubbing temples::

TO_Rowe says:
@::Smiles and looks ahead::

Host CSO_Singh says:
*OPS/CMO*:  Please prepare medical teams for the station.

Host ACO_Savar says:
CTO: When you get a chance, call Starbase 917 and inform them of the situation.  Have them call for backup and medical personnel.

FCO_Hanover says:
@::nods at the TR Chief to beam them over...holds breath as the transporter locks on::

TO_Rowe says:
@::enjoys the ride over to the Luna::

FCO_Hanover @ (Transporter.wav)

CTO_Jarot says:
::quickly analyses the security patterns on the ship calculating the number of officers needed to maintain order::   ACO: Will do, Sir..  I'm also in the process of creating a secure route for our guests that way they won't wonder into secure area's...

CMO_Cameron says:
*CSO* Acknowledged.  *Med Team Three* Report tae the Transporter Room.

CNS_Phelps says:
::starts walking among the injured undead.  Trying to talk to people in neural shock is pretty pointless, so twiddles her thumbs until they come out of it.  Which might take a while, but it's better than baby-sitting a freaked-out Copperfield::

FCO_Hanover says:
::looks around at a familiar sight and steps off the padd telling Rena to wait in the lounge...exits and heads for the bridge::

TO_Rowe says:
::materializes on the Luna and looks around, takes in a deep breath::

FCO_Hanover says:
TO: Welcome home now let's get to the bridge. ::grins::

TO_Rowe says:
::immediately remembers his orders and heads for the bridge:: FCO: Lets go....

CNS_Phelps says:
::crosses her eyes::

FCO_Hanover says:
::heads for the nearest TL requesting the bridge::

Host CSO_Singh says:
ACO:  Teams are preparing to transport to the station.

CNS_Phelps says:
::uncrosses her eyes and crosses them again.  Oops, now they're stuck.... hmmm...::

Captain_Townsend says:
#::Feels forgotten by this ensign Jarot, and begins to wonder if he was talking to anyone at all::

SO_Silver says:
::locating various samples, sends them to the science labs with maximum security.::

Host ACO_Savar says:
<<<End Luna Mission>>>

=/\=  =/\=  =/\=  =/\=  =/\=    End Mission    =/\=  =/\=  =/\=  =/\=  =/\=
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